Abstract: Analytical solutions are used to investigate the free vibrations of tensioned beams with a viscous damper attached transversely near a support. This problem is of particular relevance for stay-cable vibration suppression, but no restrictions on the level of axial load are introduced, and the results are quite broadly applicable. Characteristic equations for both clamped and pinned supports are rearranged into forms suitable for numerical solution by fixed-point iteration, whereby the complex eigenfrequencies and corresponding damping ratios can be accurately computed within a few iterations. Explicit asymptotic approximations for the complex eigenfrequencies are also obtained, subject to restrictions on the closeness of the eigenfrequencies to their undamped values. These asymptotic approximations are expressed in the same "universal" form identified in previous studies. It is observed that the maximum attainable modal damping ratios and the corresponding optimal values of the damper coefficient can be significantly affected by bending stiffness and by the nature of the support conditions, and a nondimensional parameter grouping is identified that enables an assessment of when bending stiffness should be considered.
Introduction
In the companion paper (Main and Jones 2005) , exact analytical solutions were formulated for the complex-valued eigenmodes of tensioned beams with an intermediate damper, and the influence of damper location on the solution characteristics was investigated. Practical constraints commonly limit the attachment point of supplemental dampers to be relatively near a support, and efficient and accurate evaluation of the complex eigenfrequencies in such cases is of significant interest for design purposes, in order to facilitate determination of the appropriate damper sizing to achieve specified from the taut-string limit to the case of beam without axial force, provided the real-valued frequency shift produced by fully locking the damper remains sufficiently small. In fact, the applicability of this form of approximation is quite broad, as Main and Krenk (2005) have recently obtained an approximation in this "universal" form for the complex eigenfrequencies of a general discrete system with several viscous dampers, subject to certain restrictions on the closeness of the undamped and fully locked eigensolutions and on the relative sizing of the dampers.
These iterative and asymptotic solutions for tensioned beams are of particular relevance to the design of dampers for stay-cable vibration suppression in bridges. The stays of many cable-stayed bridges have exhibited problematic large-amplitude vibrations, largely as a consequence of their very low levels of inherent mechanical damping (e.g., Yamaguchi and Fujino 1998) , and to suppress these vibrations, mechanical dampers are commonly attached to the cables transversely near the anchorages (e.g., Main and Jones 2001) . The dynamic characteristics of the resulting cable-damper system have been the subject of much investigation, with the aim of facilitating effective damper design. Because stay cables typically have large levels of axial tension, their dynamic behavior is often accurately modeled as a taut string, and a number of previous studies have used the taut-string approximation to model the dynamics of a cable with attached damper (e.g., Carne 1981 , Pacheco et al. 1993 , Krenk 2000 , Main and Jones 2002 . The taut-string approximation neglects the bending stiffness of the cable as well its axial extensibility and sagged equilibrium profile under selfweight.
The influence of sag has been considered in a number of previous studies (e.g., Xu and Yu 1998 , Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000 , Krenk and Nielsen 2002 , and it has been shown that moderate amounts of sag, characteristic of very long stay cables, can significantly reduce the attainable damping ratios in the first mode, while the damping ratios in higher modes are virtually unaffected. In contrast, relatively few studies have considered the influence of bending stiffness on transverse damping of stay cables. The combined effects of bending stiffness and sag were considered by Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000) , using a finite-difference formulation, and by Christenson (2001) , using a Galerkin formulation in the context of an active control study. Both studies showed that the influence of bending stiffness leads to increases in the optimal damper coefficient, with this effect being stronger for damper locations nearer to a support. Although neither study discussed the influence of the support conditions, it is noted Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000) considered clamped supports, while Christenson (2001) considered pinned supports.
Both clamped and pinned supports are considered in the present study, and importantly, it is found that the differences between the two cases can be significant.
When bending effects become important, much larger frequency shifts can be produced by the damper in the case of pinned supports, and therefore, higher levels of damping can be achieved in this case. It is also found that the optimal value of the damper coefficient, for which the damping is maximized in a given mode, can differ significantly between the cases of clamped and pinned supports, being significantly larger in the former case.
Importantly for stay-cable vibration suppression, it is found that for realistic combinations of damper location and cable properties, the optimal damper coefficient can be significantly larger than predicted by the taut-string approximation, which is currently used in design. A nondimensional parameter grouping is identified, applicable for both clamped and pinned supports, which allows for an assessment of whether the influence of bending stiffness should be considered for specified cable properties and damper location. 
Characteristic Equations
where ( , ) j y x t = transverse deflection and j x = axial coordinate along the j th segment. 
When γ is large, the effects of axial tension predominate and the "taut-string" nondimensionalization ω is suitable; when γ is small, bending effects predominate and the "beam" nondimensionalization ω is suitable. Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000) report from a database of stay-cable properties that nearly all of the cables had values of γ between 10 and 600, with 82 % of the cables having 100
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The superscript CC denotes clamped-clamped supports, and the zeros of 
Solution Features for Damper Near a Support
It is noteworthy that the characteristic equations in the cases of pinned and clamped supports, Eqs. Provided the damper remains relatively near a support, the locus of the nth eigenfrequency n ω exhibits a relatively simple form, originating at the nth undamped frequency, denoted 0n ω , and terminating at the nth fully locked frequency, denoted n ω ∞ .
These features are illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), which shows the first-mode eigenfrequency locus for the case of clamped supports with 100 γ = and a damper location of 1 0.1
Arrows indicate the direction of increasing damper coefficient, and the complex mode shapes associated with the points labeled in Fig. 2 (a) are plotted in Fig. 2(b) . Point i corresponds to the undamped limit ( 0 c = ) while point iii is very near the fully locked limit ( c → ∞ ), and point ii corresponds to the case of optimal damping, at which Im[ ] ω is maximized. As discussed in Main and Jones (2005) , the eigenfrequency locus of a given mode exhibits significantly different characteristics for cases in which the damper is located near or beyond the first anti-node of the undamped mode shape. However, the present paper focuses on evaluation of the complex eigenfrequencies for cases in which the damper is located relatively near a support and the eigenfrequency loci exhibit the relatively simple form illustrated in Fig. 2(a) .
The mode shapes presented in Fig. 2 
Iterative Solution for Complex Eigenfrequencies
In the case of pinned supports, the undamped eigenfrequencies are associated with the zeros of 0 PP Q , which results from Eq. (6) with 0 c = , and where 0 PP Q is given by Eq. (7) with 0 1 μ = . The characteristic equation in this well-known limiting case can then be expressed simply as sin 0 q = , and its solutions are given by:
where the subscript 0 denotes the undamped system ( 0 c = ), 1, 2, n = … is the mode number, and the expression for 0n p in Eq. (13) follows from Eq. (4). Using Eq. (5), the undamped eigenfrequencies associated with the solutions in Eq. (13) can be expressed in the alternative nondimensional forms as follows:
To enable iterative solution for the damped eigenfrequencies even for large values of c , a factor of sin q can be identified in the second term of Eq. (6) (1
Eq. (15) is well suited for iterative solution by substituting the current estimate for n q into the right-hand side and inverting the tangent function to obtain an improved estimate, as follows: , which correspond to symmetric and anti-symmetric modes and are defined by Eqs. (11) and (12) with 0 1 μ = .
To enable iterative solution over the full range of γ , separate iterative solution schemes are obtained for the odd-numbered and even-numbered damped modes. To solve for the odd-numbered damped modes, the factor associated with symmetric undamped modes is isolated in the first term of Eq. (9) (49) and (46) in the Appendix. This equation can be rearranged for iterative solution by inverting the cotangent function and using the identities 
where 1, 3, 5, n = … for these odd-numbered modes. No closed-form expression is available for the undamped values 0n q and 0n p in the case of clamped supports, but the values for pinned supports in Eq. (13), can be used as the initial estimates in the iteration.
The iteration converges rapidly, provided the damped solution remains sufficiently close to the undamped solution that the range of the inverse tangent function is not exceeded.
To solve for the even-numbered damped modes in the case of clamped supports, the factor associated with anti-symmetric undamped modes is isolated in the first term of Eq. (9) 
where 2, 4, 6, n = … for these even-numbered modes, and the iteration proceeds as described previously for the odd-numbered modes. It is noted the undamped solutions in the case of clamped supports can be efficiently evaluated from Eqs. (20) and (22) with 0 c = , for which second term vanishes in the argument of each inverse tangent function.
Unlike the iterative scheme previously presented by Wittrick (1986) for the eigenfrequencies of tensioned beams with clamped supports, the present scheme remains applicable for 0 γ → as well as for γ → ∞ .
Asymptotic Approximations
For cases in which the nth fully locked eigenfrequency n ω ∞ remains fairly close to the nth undamped eigenfrequency 0n ω , it is convenient to follow Krenk and Nielsen (2002) in introducing the notation ω . In each case, these asymptotic approximations can be expressed in the "universal form" discussed by Krenk and Nielsen (2002) as follows:
which can be separated into real and imaginary parts as follows:
As discussed by Krenk and Nielsen (2002) , the form of these relations implies that the complex frequency increment 
where the subscript 0n on the right-hand side indicates that these terms are evaluated using the undamped values of 0n q and 0n p given in Eq. (13). Using Eqs. (4) and (5) 
While the asymptotic approximation in Eq. (24) is expressed in terms of dimensional quantities, it is noted that either the "beam" or the "taut-string" nondimensionalizations can be used, provided they are used consistently. The "beam" nondimensionalizations of Eqs. (28) and (29) In the case of clamped supports, it is found that asymptotic approximations for the complex frequency increment 
The latter expression in Eq. (30) has been simplified using trigonometric identities and the relation for moderately large values of γ , the nature of the supports has a relatively small influence on these undamped values, and this influence decreases in the higher modes. In such cases, relatively small error is introduced by simply using the values in Eq. (13) for pinned supports, yielding a fully explicit approximation for the complex eigenfrequencies.
For the even-numbered modes, the left-hand side of Eq. (21) 
The latter expression in Eq. (34) 
where 2, 4, 6, n = … for these even-numbered modes. For maximum accuracy, these undamped values can be computed iteratively from Eq. (22) and it is clear in Fig. 3 that when γ becomes small, much higher damping can be achieved with pinned supports than with clamped supports.
Applications to Stay-Cable Damper Design
A nondimensional design curve has previously been obtained that relates the damping ratios in the first few modes to the viscous damper coefficient in the taut-string limit (γ → ∞ ), for damper locations within a few percent of the span length from a support. This "universal estimation curve" was identified from numerical computation by Pacheco et al. (1993) , and Krenk (2000) later obtained an analytical expression for this curve, generalizing an approximation for the first mode previously obtained by Carne (1981) . In the present notation, this expression can be written as:
where the damping ratio is defined as closely with the taut-string approximation of Eq. (38), which is not shown. However, the evolution of these curves with increasing bending stiffness (decreasing γ ) depends strongly on the nature of the support conditions. Decreasing γ leads to significant increases in the maximum attainable damping ratio in the case of pinned supports, but leads to small decreases in the maximum attainable damping ratio in the case of clamped supports. For both types of support conditions, decreasing γ leads to increases in the optimal damper coefficient, but this increase is much stronger in the case of clamped supports. Designing a damper using Eq. (38) can thus lead to significantly lower damping than expected in the case of clamped supports, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a corresponding to the first mode are shown in Fig. 5 , the mode number n is retained in the ordinate because values corresponding to the first few modes are observed to fall very nearly on the same curves as those for the first mode. Fig. 5 shows that the optimal damper coefficient is much more strongly affected by decreasing 1 γμ in the case of clamped supports than in the case of pinned supports, while dramatic increases can be observed in both cases. γμ as in Fig. 6(a) . In the case of clamped-clamped supports, the ratio 1 / opt n ζ μ is seen to be relatively constant with γ , and a linear scale is used on the ordinate rather than a logarithmic scale as in Fig. 6(a) . For values of γ between 10 and 1000, encompassing virtually all stay cables, the influence of bending stiffness is seen to produce slight reductions of the maximum attainable damping ratios below the taut-string value of
Further reductions of γ lead to moderate increases in the maximum attainable damping ratio, tending to a value of about 0.8 as 0 γ → . These increases are not nearly as strong as those observed in the case of pinned supports in Fig. 6(a) , and Fig. 6 clearly shows that when bending effects become important, more damping can be added to a given mode with pinned supports than with clamped supports.
For design purposes, it is useful to identify conditions under which the influence of bending stiffness can be neglected and the simple taut-string approximation of Eq. (38) can be used with acceptable accuracy. The nondimensional parameter grouping the real-valued undamped eigenfrequencies and terminating at the slightly higher frequencies associated with fully locking the damper. While the general form of the asymptotic approximation is the same for both clamped and pinned supports, it was found that when bending effects become important, much larger frequency shifts can be produced by the damper in the case of pinned supports, and therefore, higher levels of damping can be achieved with pinned supports. The optimal value of the damper coefficient, for which the largest damping is achieved in a given mode, was also found to differ significantly for clamped and pinned supports when bending effects become important, being significantly larger for clamped supports. Importantly for stay-cable vibration suppression, it was observed that the effects of bending stiffness could be significant for realistic combinations of damper location and cable properties, and a nondimensional parameter grouping has been identified which enables an assessment of whether the effects of bending stiffness can be neglected. ( ) 1 t a n ( / )t a n h 0 
